**LED UNDERWATER LIGHT**

Our most popular light for fiberglass pools.

**DESCRIPTION**

The **LED UNDERWATER LIGHT** features a soft, evenly distributed light, providing outstanding illumination qualities, eliminating the end shadow effect common with other pool lights. This is our most popular light for fiberglass pools. The 50,000 hour, 5 Watt color changing RGB LED or White Light LED array operates from a safe 12V supply. The color program has six lock-able colors and two color change modes and will color synchronize with the Light Streams series of water features making it a great value in the growing family of 12VAC products by Fiberstars. This family of high performance, low power consumption lighting products can be wirelessly controlled by Fiberstars 12V Power Centers that include the PT-6000, WIRTRAN, WPC1-XXXX-T and WPC2-XXXX-T.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- No Earth Bonding Required
- Non-Leak Water Seal (No polycarbonate materials used for seal)
- Changing LED Lamp w/ 50,000 hour Lamp Life
- Color lock on six different colors / Two color change modes
- Self synchronizing with other Fiberstars LED Underwater Lights & Light Streams products
- Even Light Distribution
- Wide Beam Spread eliminates end shadow
- Encapsulated Cable Terminations eliminates external cable and water seal heat caused deterioration (LED only)

**PART NUMBER** | **DESCRIPTION** | **LIST PRICE**
--- | --- | ---
FPAL-C | 12VAC, 5 watt complete underwater RGB LED light assembly with a color array with color lock & color unison features and 80’ of low voltage cord. | $341.13
FPAL-C-150 | 12VAC, 5 watt complete underwater RGB LED light assembly with a color array with color lock & color unison features and 150’ of low voltage cord. | $374.53
FPAL-WLED | 12VAC, 5 watt complete underwater White Light LED light assembly with 80’ of low voltage cord. | $341.13
FPAL-WLED-150 | 12VAC, 5 watt complete underwater White Light LED light assembly with 150’ of low voltage cord. | $374.53
FPAL-LAU | 12VAC 5W RGB Replacement Lamp for LED Underwater Lights | $73.71
FPAL-LAU-WLED | 12VAC 5W White Light Replacement Lamp for LED Underwater Lights | $73.71
FPAL-CA | Concrete pool fitting for LED Underwater Lights. Use with FPAL-CN | $23.89
FPAL-VA | Vinyl wall adapter for LED Underwater Lights. One adapter per light req’d | $18.43
FPAL-CN | Adapter for use with concrete fitting; Includes protective clear cover | $19.17
FPAL-LC-TR | Clear Treo Lens Cover | $8.97